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QUESTION 1

A marketer wants to segment an audience across multiple campaigns using the Transactions value held in a separate
table named Transactions. A profile can have more than one transaction, and the value may change between
segments. How can you make this task easier so the marketer can achieve their goal? 

A. Create a filter for Profiles that selects profiles with a transaction that has a value greater than or equal to a specific
value. 

B. Create a filter for Transactions that selects transactions with a value greater than or equal to a specific value. 

C. Create a parameterized filter for Profiles that selects profiles with existing transactions that have a value greater than
or equal to a parameter. 

D. Create a parameterized filter for Transactions that selects transactions with a value greater than or equal to a
parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What does the package functionality allow you to do? 

A. It allows you to export only business data from one instance to another. 

B. It allows you to import and export business data and configuration data from one instance to another. 

C. It allows you to export only configuration data from one instance to another. 

D. It allows you to create a full back-up of the database without database access. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What are the two steps a developer must do to set up a key-based authentication in order to transfer files to the Adobe-
hosted SFTP? Choose two. 

A. Request Adobe support to whitelist IP addresses. 

B. Upload a private key in the external account configuration. 

C. Upload a public key in the external account configuration. 

D. Provide the public key to Adobe support to have it uploaded to the SFTP server. 

E. Provide the private key to Adobe support to have it uploaded to the SFTP server. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 4

A client wants to modify the profile resource to have two new fields, Job Title and Manager. The value in the field, Job
Title, should be editable from within the Ul while the value in the field, Manager, should be read-only. 

What type of interface element should be selected for the two new fields? 

A. Job Title must be of type Value while Manager must be of type Read-only 

B. Job Title must be of type Input Field while Manager must be of type Read-only 

C. Job Title must be of type Value while Manager must be of type Input Field 

D. Job Title must be of type Input Field while Manager must be of type Value 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What three steps are needed to set up the double opt-in process? Choose three. 

A. Create a new recurring delivery. 

B. Set blacklist field of the Profile to false on double opt-in confirmation. 

C. Create a new transactional message. 

D. Create a confirmation landing page based on the Blacklist template or the Subscription template. 

E. Set blacklist field of the Profile to true on double opt-in confirmation. 

F. Create a confirmation landing page based on the Profile acquisition template or the Subscription template 

Correct Answer: BCF 
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